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Question No : 1 

In what two ways would you cause a flex filter be executed on an existing asset?  

 

A. by bulk approving the asset  

 

B. by editing or saving the asset one by one in the UI  

 

C. by simulating the edit or save operation on each asset programmatically (asset: load and asset: save)  

 

D. by republishing the asset  

 

Answer: B,C  

 

 

Question No : 2  

Which one of the following accurately describes WebCenter Sites?  

 

A. an Records Management solution with smart WYSIWYG authoring, a preview environment, and 

publication workflows  

 

B. a Content Management System (CMS) that is complete with a delivery platfom, to manage multiple 

business sites  

 

C. a .NET development platform with a high performance caching architecture  

 

D. a commerce site management solution to deliver multichannel, multibrand, and multilingual websites  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 3  

What two are characteristics of basic assets?  

 

A. can be rated for use with recommendations and promotions  

 

B. are simple data structures with a single storage table  

 

C. support a fixed, predictable design with a moderate number of attributes  

 

D. do not work with static publishing  
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E. do not allow for subtypes  

 

F. include main tag families such as ASSETSET, SEARCHSTATE, and RENDER  

 

Answer: B,F  

 

 

Question No : 4 

Your PageLayout template has the following code part of the template:  

 
When trying to render this page, you see the following exception in the log:  

 
What is the cause for this exception?  

 

A. Parameters arg A and argB are not part of the MySite/Content_C/Detail template's cache criteria.  

 

B. Parameters argA and argB are not part of the PageLayout template's cache criteria.  

 

C. Page asset needs to have argA and ArgB defined as cache criteria.  

 

D. Page asset needs to have argA and ArgB defined as attributes part of the asset.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 5  

An Article asset has 12fields and most of them are rendered on a detail template. Which tag can beused 

to get all the attributes in a single call?  
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A. Asset: get  

 

B. asset: load all  

 

C. asset: scatter  

 

D. asset: list  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 6 

When creating a user in the WEM interface, what are the minimum fields that are required?  

 

A. Name  

 

B. Email  

 

C. ACLs  

 

D. Groups  

 

E. Password  

 

F. Assign user to a site  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 7  

Which two accurately describe the capabilities that a Satellite Server provides in a solution?  

 

A. deliver of mobile content via satellite feeds  

 

B. ability to quickly and economically scale a solution  

 

C. provision of an additional layer of caching, supplementing the layer of caching in WebCenter Sites  

 

D. addition of another layer of security in the architecture  

 

Answer: B,C  
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Question No : 8  

Which statement is true about asset??  

 

A. All asset types within an instance of WebCenterStes have the same default metadata fields but 

different attribute fields.  

 

B. Assets can be revision-tracked and published.  

 

C. Only flex and basic asset types can go through a workflow.  

 

D. Only flex and basic assets are entered through the Contributor UI.  

 

Answer: A 

 

 

Question No : 9 

Observe the following: 

 

What is the purpose of ModulePrefs in a gadget descriptor?  

 

A. ModuIePrefs defines properties and dependencies for a gadget.  

 

B. ModulePrefs defines styles for a gadget.  

 

C. ModuIePrefs defines data access URLs for a gadget.  

 

D. ModulePrefs defines user preferences for a gadget.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 10  

Which two statements are true about the significance of any column starting with “URL” in a database 

table that is created using WebCenter Sites?  

 

A. The table column value is a reference to a record in the Mungo Blobs database table.  

 

B. The table column value is a reference to a file on the file system.  
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C. The table column value is the result of a binary field created in Asset Maker for a basic asset.  

 

D. The table column value represents a link to an image file stored in the database as a blob.  

 

Answer: A,C  

 

 

Question No : 11  

Type less templates can be applied to________.  

 

A. only out-of-the-box asset types  

 

B. any asset type  

 

C. only CS Elements  

 

D. only subtypes of an asset  

 

E. only parent assets  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 12 

Which JSTL tag would you use when you need to generate a link to an image served by WebCent Sites?  

 

A. render: gettemplateurl  

 

B. render: stream  

 

C. render: satellitebloburl  

 

D. render: satellitestream  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 13  

What would you need to set to participate in a workflow that provides an email notification for users?  

 

A. user account  

 

B. user profile  
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